From beginning to end of the Iliad, Agamemnon and Achilleus are locked in a high-stakes struggle for dominance in which they attempt to impose competing definitions of rightful leadership, using competing definitions of loss incurred and the nature of the compensation owed. A typology of scenes involving apoina or "ransom" and poine or "revenge" is the basis of Donna Wilson's detailed anthropology of compensation in Homer, which she locates in the wider context of agonistic exchange. Wilson argues that a struggle over definitions is a central feature of elite competition for status in the zero-sum and fluid ranking system that is characteristic of Homeric society. This system can be used to explain why Achilleus refuses Agamemnon's "compensation" in Book 9, as well as why and how the embassy tries to disguise it. Ransom, Revenge, and Heroic Identity in the Iliad examines the traditional semantic, cultural, and poetic matrix of which compensation in Homer is an integral part.
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A catalog record for this book is available from the British Library. I am especially indebted to Erwin Cook for his guidance, critical insight, and unflagging support, from the genesis of the project to its published form. To Andrew Riggsby, Thomas K. Hubbard, Barbara Goff, J. Andrew Dearman, and Michael Gagarin I owe special thanks for reading and commenting on early versions of one or all of the chapters. Additionally, the first two chapters and the catalog benefited greatly from Raymond Westbrook's careful critique from the perspective of ancient Near Eastern law. Gregory Nagy read the entire manuscript and offered detailed and invaluable suggestions for revision, as did Walter Donlan, who also made available to me offprints of his own work. I owe many thanks to my colleagues Edward Harris, J. Roger Dunkle, Hardy Hansen, and Christopher Barnes for comments on the Introduction and first chapter and for many insightful conversations. I am also grateful for the generous and helpful suggestions made by the anonymous readers for Cambridge University Press. A portion of chapter 4 was presented orally for a Baylor University Colloquium in Classics in 1996 and later published as "Symbolic Violence in Except where ambiguity might arise, references to the Iliad are by book and line number, without the name of the poem; Od. is used to cite the Odyssey. The Greek in the text and in the footnotes is translated with the exception of a few technical notes in appendix 1. I follow Lattimore's spelling of Greek names and transliterate other Greek words analogously, if not entirely consistently (e.g., upsilon is usually transliterated as u but chi as kh). Finally, there are a few Greek words that figure prominently in my discussion and that admit of no single translation that adequately compasses their thematic usage in the Iliad. I gloss or explain the thematic significance of these terms the first time they appear in the text; I then transliterate without translating them. For easy reference, I include here a list of these terms with the barest of definitions: apoina ransom biē force, violence dōra gifts (pl.) eris strife kleos (aphthiton) (unfading) fame, glory mētis cunning intelligence poinē repayment for loss; reparation or revenge polis (pl., poleis) city (a form of Greek sociopolitical organization dating from the eighth century b.c.e.)
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